conducting clinical trials to determine merits and demerits of all the drug combinations is not feasible, because the patterns of combination therapy increase at an exponential rate. Eventually, it may be almost impossible to build up high-quality evidence to establish the most effective sequential therapy when OS is used as the primary endpoint.
The meaning of the efficacy of rechallenge
We have already reported an outcome of rechallenge with sorafenib in our institute (17) . In the study, patients were administered with first sorafenib with a median PFS of 5.7 months. Subsequently, these patients experienced treatments with sunitinib and everolimus, and after a 7.6-month median interval from the initial sorafenib challenge, they were rechallenged with sorafenib. The median PFS on the rechallenge was 5.4 months. Thus, the outcome of the sorafenib rechallenge was comparable to that of the first with sorafenib. For sunitinib, the effect of rechallenge was similarly investigated (18) . These results suggest the presence of a mechanism in which, at least for sorafenib and sunitinib, sensitivity to these drugs can be regained by providing a given period of time without treatment, even after resistance to these two drugs has developed. If the mechanism can be universally applied to other targeted agents, it will further broaden options to select drugs used in sequential treatment.
Unlike the era in which only sorafenib and sunitinib were available soon after the approval of these first molecular targeted drugs, in the current situation, in which seven molecular targeted agents can be used, there may possibly be doubts on the importance of rechallenge therapy. However, in actual clinical settings, drugs should be selected based not only on prognostic factors and previous history of treatment shown in algorithms in guidelines, but also patient's age, performance status, functions of various organs, as well as concomitant diseases and profiles of adverse events for the drugs should be fully considered. Therefore, although seven drug options are potentially available for the patient, drugs that can actually be administered to an individual patient for a long time may be limited in many cases, depending on comorbidity and/or development of adverse events. In these cases, the following sequential therapy can be applied: a drug mainly used in the treatment should be rechallenged, while other drugs are not administered more than necessary for a prolonged period, and used as a relief during the period between the first challenge and rechallenge with the main drug. Therefore, an implication suggested by the efficacy of rechallenge was that it proposed a rationale for discussion of the timing of switching drugs for advanced RCC.
Timing of switching drugs
It has been reported that clear cell carcinoma, which accounts for approximately 80% of RCC, has heterogeneous genetic background depending on primary or metastatic focus, or site within a primary focus (19, 20) . Differences in genetic background suggest that sensitivity to drugs may be also varied. It is not a rare case in which responsiveness to a drug is significantly different between primary and metastatic foci, or a metastatic focus tends to shrink while other foci inversely show a trend to enlargement. One of the reasons for these phenomena may be the heterogeneity of gene mutation in these cancer cells. In that case, it is expected that simultaneous combination therapy with multiple drugs that target different molecules would show excellent anti-cancer effect, but this is unfortunately not realistic, at least in terms of tolerance to combined therapy with existing molecular targeted drugs. Consequently, there is no other way but to use several drugs by sequentially switching them. However, if a patient deteriorates instead of achieving complete remission, it means that the tumor was initially sensitive to a drug used but later developed resistance to the drug during treatment. In other words, in the course of therapy with continuous administration of a single drug, sensitivity of the tumor to the drug may be gradually decreased as a whole.
On the other hand, the efficacy of rechallenge suggests that no exposure to the drug during a given period of time may cause regaining of tumor sensitivity to the drug. When hypothesizing that some sensitivity can be restored by introducing a non-exposure period, additional anti-tumor effect can be expected by divided treatment with non-exposure periods through drug interruption, compared to continuous administration of the drug until sensitivity is lost. We will simulate a sequential therapy by applying this hypothesis. Treatment regimen 1 is a conventional sequential switch therapy in which three drugs are administered until the sensitivity of each drug is decreased to zero. By contrast, in treatment regimen 2, a drug is administered over divided dose periods by shortening single dosing duration and inserting other drugs to the non-exposure period. The latter method can not only add anti-tumor effect as sensitivity is regained, but also maintain sensitivity of the tumor to each Transl Androl Urol 2013;2(4):324-327 www.amepc.org/tau © Translational Andrology and Urology. All rights reserved. drug, showing a potential for continuous treatment. In addition, in the latter regimen, no non-treatment period for cancer is present, because other drugs are administered during the non-exposure period of the main drug, which would otherwise be a non-treatment period if a single drug were used. It can be said that this dosing regimen works only in today's treatments of RCC, where a relatively long prognosis is expected because many effective drugs are available.
Proposal of "cyclic therapy"
An ideal drug selection would of course be a tailor-made treatment based on biological characteristics of a patient and his/her tumor. However, predictive markers of therapeutic effects to determine the optimal drug for the cancer in a patient before treatment have not yet established. In addition, under present circumstances, even the evidence necessary to determine an order of administration of drugs is insufficient, as mentioned above.
Seven different drugs are now available for RCC, after approval of axitinib. It is highly possible that more new drugs will be developed in the future. In a sequential therapy, it may be difficult to administer all drugs to be used in the natural course of cancer if each of these drugs is continued until disease deterioration. In other words, there may be drugs that are not administered to the patient before end of treatment. In that case, the possibility cannot be denied that drugs that were sixth or seventh on a waiting list could have been the most beneficial agent for the patient. To avoid such a misfortune, the dosing regimen described above would be useful. For example, drugs could be evaluated based on the following criteria at the stage after administering all the drugs within the first treatment cycle: I. the most beneficial drug; II. drugs with excellent anti-tumor effect but poor tolerance; III. drugs with intermediate anti-tumor effect and tolerance; IV. drugs showing some anti-tumor effect but leading to unacceptable adverse event(s); and V. drugs not showing any anti-tumor effect. Based on the preliminary evaluation, drugs that met criteria IV and V are withdrawn from treatment, and only drugs that met criteria I, II, and III are used from the second cycle: Drug I is mainly used, and a non-exposure period is set after a certain treatment period with Drug I. Drugs II and III are inserted between the first treatment and rechallenge with Drug I. This "cyclic therapy" with these three different drugs would be repeated. Apart from whether this model is an ideal sequential therapy or not, it may be an idea worth considering as a method to achieve a therapeutic goal for advanced RCC aiming to maximally extend survival while maintaining as high QOL as possible.
Conclusions
New drugs effective for RCC could be continuously developed in the future. Evidence cannot always indicate all the answers to the many questions in drug selection. Although a tailor-made therapy based on biological characteristics of a patient and his/her tumor would be ideal, no markers for predicting effects of treatment have been discovered to date. In this context, we must always explore treatment methods that can lead to as much benefit for patients as possible. Evidently, our goal is not to seek a means to continuously administer a single agent for as long as possible. We should play a role in making full use of the treatment modalities currently available and considering and devising ways to obtain the optimal outcome.
